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Abstract—Recent power curtailment-based photovoltaic (PV)
flexible power point tracking (FPPT) algorithms mainly adopted
intricate curve fitting or sophisticated curve-scanning mecha-
nisms to ensure the grid supportive functionalities under partial
shading conditions (PSCs), showing the limitations of mathe-
matical solidity or system dynamics improvement. Accordingly,
a novel fast-speed partial-shading-tolerant FPPT (PST-FPPT)
algorithm is proposed in this paper. Regarding the proposed
scheme, a modified explicit PV model is developed to express the
key operation points with the assistance of several representative
current-voltage samples from the initialization process, which
is beneficial to computational burden reduction and irradiance
sensors removal. Additionally, to guarantee the tracking speed
to system dynamics, a set point estimation-based direct voltage
regulation strategy is proposed in this paper, eliminating the
redundant searching in approaching the predefined power com-
mand. Simulation and experimental evaluations under various
PSCs and operational circumstances validated the effectiveness
of the proposed control.
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Fig. 1. Flexible power point tracking operation under a indicative PSC. (MPP:
maximum power point; FPP: flexible power point; IP: inflection point; GMPP:
global MPP; Pfpp: external power command from system operators, also the
power at FPP)
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, photovoltaic systems (PVSs) are contin-
uously enhancing the penetration level in the power

grid, mainly driven by the reduction in manufacture cost [1].
Traditionally, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
strategy is employed to maximize the power extraction from
PVSs [2]. However, the high penetration level of low inertia
PVSs integration induced adverse impacts on the stability
and quality of power systems, such as voltage fluctuations
and frequency bias due to the replacement of traditional
synchronous generators [3]–[5]. Accordingly, the concept of
flexible power point tracking (FPPT) is developed to fulfill
the extended grid support functionalities in revised grid codes
and standards [6]–[9] by providing the virtual inertia in PVSs,
apart from the conventional MPPT controls [10]–[12]. For
instance, the frequency-Watt response is mandatory in revised
grid codes or standards like [9], which necessitates FPPT
capability.

Generally, the FPPT concept aims to constrain the PV
output power to a certain level determined by the opera-
tional conditions. There are several solutions to achieve the
constraint of the feed-in power of PVSs, such as energy
storage systems integration and dump load installation [24].
However, additional hardware raises the capital cost of the
power system [25]. Alternatively, power curtailment based on
MPPT modification is considered a cost-effective solution for
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TABLE I
COMPARISONS BETWEEN VARIOUS FPPT ALGORITHMS

Ref. Key Features Operating Region Complexity FPP Estimation Tracking Speed Shading-Tolerant

[13] Constant voltage-step Both Low No Slow No
[14] Adaptive voltage-step Left Low No Medium No
[15] Adaptive voltage-step Left Low No Medium No

[16] Binary search Both Medium No Medium No
[17] Model-based approach Left Medium Yes Fast No
[18] Secant-based approach Both Low Yes Fast No
[19] Model-based approach Right High Yes Fast No

[20] Curve fitting-based control Right High No Fast Yes
[21] LMPPs deloading-based control Both Low No Medium Yes
[22] HC&PSO-based control Left High Yes Medium Yes
[23] Curve scanning-based control Left Low No Slow Yes

This work Explicit model-based approach
with direct voltage regulation Left Medium Yes Fast Yes

approaching FPPT concepts with less additional hardware,
which could be mathematically expressed as

Ppv =

{
Pmpp, when Pavi ≤ Pfpp

Pfpp, when Pavi > Pfpp
(1)

where Pmpp is the PV power at maximum power point (MPP),
and also the available power Pavi of PV string. Pfpp is a
predetermined power command provided by system operators,
also the power at a flexible power point (FPP).

Accordingly, various power curtailment-based FPPT [13]–
[19] are introduced in prior art, and the key features of
these FPPT methods are summarized and listed in TABLE I.
Originated from the conventional perturb and observe (P&O)
MPPT strategy, the general FPPT algorithms with constant or
adaptive voltage step are proposed in [13]–[15], which ensured
the steady-state performance and capability of constant power
generation. However, these liner searching-based methods can
enhance the effectiveness but are still limited by selecting
voltage steps with concerns on balance between tracking speed
and accuracy. Different from the solutions above, the work
in [16] introduced a binary search-based FPPT algorithm
to guarantee tracking speed and steady-state power ripple
mitigation with a non-linear searching-based approach. To
further improve the tracking speed, the work in [17]–[19]
proposed the direct approaches based on the estimation for the
corresponding voltage of Pfpp command, which could adjust
the PV power to the desired level within several iterations.
These non-linear searching-based solutions eliminated the
dependence on voltage step in conventional liner searching-
based methods. However, these methods mainly focus on the
uniform irradiance condition, and the partial shading condition
(PSC) operation capability should be further addressed [10].

Similarly, the FPPT control is required to move the PV
operation point from the global MPP (GMPP) to FPP under
PSC. Differential from the uniform irradiance operation, the
FPPT operation under PSC becomes more challenging due
to the introduction of multiple MPPs, inflection points (IPs),
and FPPs in PV output characteristics, as current-voltage
(I-V ) and power-voltage (P -V ) curve, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1 [20]. However, only a few works [20]–[23] discussed
the challenging FPPT operation under PSC, requiring solid

mathematical fundamentals or a sophisticated curve-scanning
process. The work in [20] proposed an FPPT algorithm to
survive in PSC using the Levenberg-Marquardt-based least-
squares curve fitting method to estimate the whole PV output
characteristics to approach such key operation points. How-
ever, implementing such advanced numerical techniques re-
quired a solid mathematical background and enhanced compu-
tational complexity, limiting wide applications. Additionally,
a scan mode is employed in [20] to scan most of the P -V
curve to gain extensive samples for subsequent estimation.
Meanwhile, the direct power control at the right-hand side
of MPP reduced the robustness, which induced stability con-
cerns under rapidly changing operating conditions [26]. To
reduce the computational burden, a power deloading strategy
is proposed [21] to obtain the grid support functionalities for
PVSs. The deloading region depends on the location of GMPP,
where a specific voltage range needs to be scanned to obtain
every LMPP. However, such sophisticated searching would
dramatically reduce the tracking speed under environmental
dynamics. Additionally, if the Pfpp command is lower than
the power at IP, this method might be trapped in a state with
inaccurate deloading power [23]. In [22], a hill-climbing and
particle swarm optimization (HC&PSO)-based FPPT control is
proposed to increase the tracking speed. However, introducing
a PSO-like heuristic algorithm raises concerns about imple-
mentation complexity and computational burden. Additionally,
the HC&PSO is required to implement extra irradiance and
temperature sensors for subsequent calculations. Alternatively,
the work in [23] provided a simple solution based on the curve
scanning concept for mitigating the computational concerns
in prior arts. Generally, this method, namely global FPPT
(GFPPT), is required to sample various points from the curve
to determine the information of multiple MPPs under PSC.
Even though the redundant searching range is deducted, the
tracking speed is affected by the unrepresentative samples
and the inherent constant voltage-step-based power regulation
strategy. To the authors’ best knowledge, the state-of-the-art
FPPT methods cannot guarantee control effectiveness under
PSCs with a sufficient balance between the tracking speed
and computational burden.
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To fill the research gap, a partial-shading-tolerant FPPT
(PST-FPPT) algorithm for photovoltaic systems is proposed in
this paper, which guarantees a fast tracking speed and provides
a reliable operation under PSCs. The main contributions of the
proposed PST-FPPT control are summarized as follows:
• Integration of explicit PV model-based key points esti-

mation strategies for MPPs, IPs, and FPPs.
• Straightforward initialization for current-based PSC de-

tection without sophisticated searching iterations and
additional hardware requirements like irradiance sensors.

• Attainment of fast tracking speed by introducing a direct
voltage regulation pathway based on the estimation for
FPP voltage corresponding to the predefined Pfpp com-
mand.

• Environmental or operational variations could be detected
by monitoring the output power.

Notably, the operation region of the proposed control is
allocated on the left-hand side of MPP (LHS-MPP), which
ensures robustness [26]. The effectiveness of the proposed
PST-FPPT is validated by simulations and experiments under
various shading scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II details the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm and the corre-
sponding estimation for key operation points. The simulations
and experimental evaluations are provided in Section III and
Section IV, respectively. Finally, the conclusions of this work
are outlined in Section V.

II. PROPOSED PST-FPPT ALGORITHM

Basically, the proposed PST-FPPT is aiming to restrain
the PV output power to the Pfpp command. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, various FPPs can be developed to meet the Pfpp

command under PSC. In this paper, the FPPs allocated at
the left-hand side of MPPs, also the constant current region
(CCR), are considered as the recommended operation point,
considering the higher stability under system dynamics [26].
Fig. 2 demonstrated the control diagram of the proposed
algorithm approach in two-stage grid-connected PVSs. Gen-
erally, the two-stage configuration with boost converter-based
power interface can extend the operation region of both MPPT
and FPPT operations [26]. Meanwhile, the DC-link capacitor
decouples the DC power and AC power in a two-stage
configuration, which acts as a buffer [27]. Thus, the MPPT
and FPPT algorithms can be implemented in the controller of
the boost converter to regulate the PV power extraction directly
and decoupled with the inverter control. Notably, the proposed
method is mainly focused on small-scale PV systems with two-
stage configurations, especially distributed PV systems, or an
extremely large DC-link capacitor is required if applied to
large/utility-scale PV systems.

A. Expressions for Key Operation Points

Considering the multiple peaks in the power-voltage curve
under PSC, an effective solution for approaching MPPs and
inflection points (IPs) is essential for the FPPT algorithm with
shade-tolerant capability. In this paper, an explicit model in
[28] is modified to express the MPPs in a partially shaded

PV string by using the specifications from the datasheet.
Accordingly, the derivation for modeling the entire PV string
can be eliminated, reducing the complexity of implementation.
According to [28], the expression for the jth MPP of a
PV string comprising Nm modules with n irradiance levels,
MPPj, is mathematically delivered as

Vmpp,j =
j∑

i=1

Ni

[
Gpv,j

Gpv,i
Vmpp0 +

(
1− Gpv,j

Gpv,i

)
Voc0

]
−

n∑
i=j+1

NiVbp

Impp,j = Gpv,jImpp0

[
1 + λ

(
j−1∑
i=1

Ni

)
/Nm

]
Pmpp,j = Vmpp,jImpp,j

(2)

where Vmpp,j, Impp,j and Pmpp,j are the MPP voltage, current
and power at MPPj, respectively. Gpv,i and Gpv,j represent
the ith and jth irradiance level in a descending order in
the PV string, respectively. Ni refers to the number of PV
modules at the irradiance level Gpv,i. Nm is the number of
PV modules within the PV string. Vbp is the voltage drop of
the conducting bypass diode. Vmpp0 and Impp0 are the MPP
voltage and current of a PV module at standard test conditions
(STC), respectively. Voc0 refers to the open-circuit voltage of
the PV module at STC. Here, the specifications at STC can
be obtained from the datasheet. λ is a empirical coefficient
and adopted at 0.06 as a typical value [28]. Accordingly, the
maximum available power can be determined by

Vgmpp = arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
{Vmpp,1,Vmpp,2,...,Vmpp,n}

{Pmpp,1, Pmpp,2, . . . , Pmpp,n}

Igmpp = arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
{Impp,1,Impp,2,...,Impp,n}

{Pmpp,1, Pmpp,2, . . . , Pmpp,n}

[Pgmpp, p] = max {Pmpp,1, Pmpp,2, . . . , Pmpp,n}
Gpv,p = arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸

{Gpv,1,Gpv,2,...,Gpv,n}

{Pmpp,1, Pmpp,2, . . . , Pmpp,n}

(3)
where Vgmpp, Igmpp and Pgmpp represent the voltage, current
and power at GMPP, respectively. p is the index of Pgmpp in
Pmpp matrix. Gpv,p is the irradiance level of the key moddule
corresponding to the GMPP.

Another type of essential point for the FPPT algorithm un-
der PSC is the inflection points, which identified the operation
of the PV modules. Considering the bypass diode conduction
state under PSCs, the expression for IPs can be approached
by modifying the model in [29] as

Vip,j =
j∑

i=1

NiVop,i(i+1) −
n∑

i=j+2

NiVbp

=
j∑

i=1

NiVT ln
(

Iph,i−Iph,i+1

Is
+ 1
)
−

n∑
i=j+2

NiVbp

Iip,j = Gpv,j+1Isc0
Pip,j = Vip,jIip,j

(4)
where Isc0 is the short circuit current of the PV module at STC,
which can be obtained from the datasheet. Vip,i, Iip,i and Pip,i

are the voltage, current and power at IP1, respectively. Here,
VT is the thermal voltage and described as VT = kT/q, being
k, T , q the Boltzmann’s constant, thermodynamic temperature
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Fig. 2. System configuration and control structure of two-stage grid-connected
photovoltaic systems.

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MSX-60 PV MODULE

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of PV cells Ns 36
MPP voltage at STC Vmpp0 17.1V
MPP current at STC Impp0 3.5A
MPP power at STC Pmpp0 59.85W
Open-circuit voltage at STC Voc0 21.1V
Short-circuit current at STC Isc0 3.8A
Series resistance Rs 0.38659Ω
Shunt resistance Rsh 161.0752Ω
Temperature coefficient of Voc βVoc −80mV/◦C
Temperature coefficient of Isc βIsc 0.065%/◦C

and electron charger. Iph,i and Iph,i+1 are the photo-current
of the PV module at the irradiance level Gpv,i and Gpv,i+1,
respectively.

Notably, the number of IPs is one less than the number
of irradiance levels in the PV string, as n − 1 IPs for a PV
string with n irradiance levels. The photo-current at irradiance
level Gpv,i can be rewritten with the introduction of equivalent
resistances, which is as

Iph,i = Gpv,iIsc0

(
1 +

Rs

Rsh

)
(5)

where Rs and Rsh are the equivalent series- and parallel-
resistance in PV equivalent model, respectively.

For instance, Fig. 3(a) illustrated a partially shaded PV
string formed by three MSX-60 PV modules, which is with
three solar irradiance levels Gpv,1, Gpv,2 and Gpv,3. The
specification of MSX-60 PV modules are summarized in
TABLE II, and the P -V curve under the indicative PSC is
demonstrated in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) illustrated the correspond-
ing I-V characteristics and marked the operation points of
each PV module while operating at MPP2. In this case, the PV
module PV1 operates at the reduced current Impp,2 dictated
by Gpv,2 of PV2, while PV3 is bypassed. According to (2),
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D
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PV StringPV1

PV2

PV3 PV2 Op. Point

PV1 Op. Point

(d)
Fig. 3. Output characteristics of a PV string comprising three MSX-60 PV
modules under example PSC. (a) Current flow of the PV string operating
within the voltage range between IP1 and IP2. (b) Operation points of
modules PV1 and PV2 while the string operates at MPP2 with bypassed
module PV3. (c) Operation points of modules PV1 and PV2 while the string
operates at IP1 with bypassed module PV3.

the expression for MPP2 is delivered as
Vmpp,2 = N1

[
Gpv,2

Gpv,1
Vmpp0 +

(
1− Gpv,2

Gpv,1

)
Voc0

]
+N2Vmpp0 −N3Vbp

Impp,2 = Gpv,2Impp0 [1 + λN1/Nm]
Pmpp,2 = Vmpp,2Impp,2

(6)

N1, N2 and N3 are the number of PV modules with irradiance
level Gpv,1, Gpv,2 and Gpv,3, respectively. N1, N2 and N3

equal to 1 in this example pattern.
At IP1, the operation stage of the PV string is similar to

that at MPP2, which is as shown in Fig. 3(a). Different from
the MPP2 operation, PV1 is operated at the reduced current
Iip,1 in this condition, while PV3 is bypassed. According to
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Fig. 4. Estimation accuracy analysis for the modified explicit PV model. (a) Example PSCs with theoretical and estimated points. (b) Estimation error at
MPPs. (c) Estimation error at IPs.

(4) and (5), the expression for IP1 is delivered as
Vip,1 = N1VT ln

[
Isc0(Gpv,1−Gpv,2)

(
1+ Rs

Rsh

)
Is

+ 1

]
−N3Vbp

Iip,1 = Gpv,2Isc0
Pip,1 = Vip,1Iip,1

(7)
The rest of MPPs and IPs can be expressed in the same
process.

Fig. 4 analyzed the accuracy of estimated MPPs and IPs by
using the modified explicit PV model under various indicative
PSCs. Fig. 4(a) illustrated the theoretical and estimated MPPs
and IPs. Then, the numerical comparisons are demonstrated
in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) in terms of voltage error at MPPs
εVmpp

, power error at MPPs εPmpp
, voltage error at IPs

εVip
, and power error at IP εPip

. Regarding the MPPs, the
estimation errors can be restrained within ±2% by employing
the modified explicit model, which is reasonable. Meanwhile,
the estimation errors at IPs can be effectively limited to an
acceptable range for subsequent FPP estimation.

B. Estimation for Key Operation Points

The irradiance sensors are required to measure the mete-
orological data from corresponding PV modules while using
the above expressions directly. However, the extra sensors will

further enhance the system implementation cost, reducing cost-
effectiveness. To address this issue, a key points estimation
procedure is proposed with the current-based irradiance esti-
mation in this paper.

The proposed estimation involves collecting a set of voltages
and currents from the LHS-MPP, which is also the constant
current region (CCR) of each PV module. Notably, each
voltage and current pair is from a different PV module, that
is, Nm initial samples are required for applying in a PV
string with Nm modules. At the CCR region, the dI/dV
slope is approximated to zero, and dP/dV is much lower
than that at the right-hand side of MPP (RHS-MPP) [17],
[30], [31]. Compared with operating at RHS-MPP, the LHS-
MPP operation guarantee higher operational stability under the
rapid-changing environmental conditions [26]. Accordingly,
the irradiance estimation can be developed for the samples
from the LHS-MPP region to eliminate the aid of irradiance
sensors, which is cost-effective.

Based on the PV string comprising three modules, the
proposed estimation procedure for key operation points is
shown in Fig. 5. Firstly, the PV currents at CCR are collected
from initial voltages by implementing an initialization process.

Here, the ninitth initial voltage, Vpv,ninit
, is expressed as

Vpv,ninit
= [σccr +σeq(ninit−1)]Voc0− (Nm−ninit)Vbp (8)
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Vpv and Ipv pairs
(3) Isc

(5) Vip and Iip 

at IPs 

(6) Vmpp and Impp 

at MPPs 
(4) Voc

(2) Epv of PV modules
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Fig. 5. Estimation procedure for key operation points.

Vref,1 Vref,2 Vref,3

Vref,3Vref,2Vref,1

CCR CCR CCR

dI/dV approximated to zero at CCR

ninit = 1 ninit = 2 ninit = 3

Fig. 6. Current-voltage curve and dI/dV curve of a PV string comprising
three modules with initial voltage lines.

σccr is a coefficient set at 0.65 to guarantee the CCR operation
during the initialization, σeq is the approximated equivalent
operation voltage of PV module, and ninit ∈ [1, Nm]. Fig. 6
illustrated the allocation of initial voltage lines under an
example PSC. The initial voltage lines are allocated in the
CCR according to (8), where dI/dV is approximately equal to
zero. Subsequently, the initial current samples will be sorted in
descending order. Considering the near-zero dI/dV at CCR,
the ninit

th irradiance level in initialization process Gpv,ninit

can be estimated by

Gpv,ninit =
Ipv,ninit

Isc0
(9)

where Ipv,ninit
is the ninit

th PV currents of the Nm initial
samples in descending sort. Similarly, the irradiance levels of
all modules can be estimated by using (9). Fig. 7 illustrated
the impact of different equivalent Vpv,ninit

and environmental
conditions on the accuracy of irradiance estimation. Generally,
as demonstrated in Fig. 6, dI/dV is approximated to zero
at CCR. Accordingly, the impact of the variation of Vpv,ninit

on the irradiance estimation error εGpv is ignorable. Regard-
ing the environmental variations, the εGpv

diversion is more
sensitive to to temperature variations than irradiance. That
is, the absolute εGpv

is restricted to an acceptable range, as
±5%, under investigated extreme conditions with the Vpv,ninit

.
Notably, the estimation accuracy using (9) can be enhanced by
implementing the temperature sensors but increases the system
cost.

To be noticed, the corresponding PV modules will be
considered at the same irradiance level for simplification if the
absolute current difference between two initialized samples is
no more than 0.1. Then, the initial Gpv matrix, the number

5%

-5%

5%

-5%

CCR

CCR

Vpv,ninit

Vpv,ninit

Fig. 7. Impact of equivalent Vpv,ninit differences and environmental varia-
tions on the estimation for irradiance.

of total irradiance levels n and the number of modules with
the Gpv,i irradiance level Ni are determined. Subsequently, the
string-level short circuit current Isc is determined by the PV
modules with the highest irradiance level Gpv,1 and expressed
as

Isc = Gpv,1Isc0 (10)

and the string-level open-circuit voltage can be delivered as

Voc =

n∑
i=1

NiVoc,i ∼=
n∑

i=1

NiNsα ln

(
Isc,i
Is

+ 1

)
(11)

where Voc,i is the open-circuit voltage of a PV module at
the irradiance Gpv,i. Ns and α represent the number of
series-connected PV cells and modified diode ideal factor in
a PV module, respectively. Then, the inflection points, IPs,
can be obtained by combining (4) and (5). Subsequently,
the MPPs and GMPP can be approached by (2) and (3).
The proposed estimation process for the key operation points
with an initialization procedure is completed here. The rest
of the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm is developed from this
estimation process.

C. Proposed PST-FPPT Algorithm
The flowchart of the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm for

PSCs is as illustrated in Fig. 8, including five control blocks, as
GMPPT, FPPT, FPP estimation, initialization, and PSC change
detection blocks. Generally, the main control blocks of the
proposed algorithm are the GMPPT block and FPPT block,
determining the objectives of voltage regulation. Basically, the
proposed PST-FPPT aims to restrain the PV output power to
the Pfpp command by regulating the PV operation point to
robust CCR. However, the CCR operation introduces concerns
about performance deterioration under system dynamics, such
as environmental variations and power command regulation,
due to the slight dP/dV slope in this region. Accordingly,
an FPP estimation block, as the ancillary path, is proposed
to strengthen the dynamic response with CCR operation.
Meanwhile, the PSC change detection and initialization blocks
are used to update the shading scenarios during the operation.
Here, ninit is considered a counter for initialization. S.S.
represents the operation state, as one refers to steady-state and
zero refers to dynamic. S.fpp is adopted to trigger the direct
FPP path, where one is for activation and zero is for dormancy.
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm.

1) Initialization Block: Basically, the initialization block is
adopted to obtain the information from representative voltages
at CCR, which is essential for subsequent estimation. Initially,
ninit is set to 1 and the representative points will be recorded
from the left-most peaks according to the initialized voltage
set by using (8). Then, the value of ninit will be added one
and recorded the information at subsequent Vpv,ninit . Once
ninit is larger than Nm, all representative points are obtained,
and the initialization process is considered completed and
stops the update of Vpv,ninit

. In this block, S.S. and S.fpp
are continuously set at zero.

2) FPP Estimation Block: To guarantee the tracking speed,
an FPP estimation block is developed to estimate the corre-
sponding FPP voltage of the Pfpp command in the proposed
PST-FPPT algorithm. According to the current-voltage pairs
from the initialization process, the index p corresponding
to the GMPP in the initialized samples can be determined.
Then, assigning p to a, the FPP voltage Vfpp at CCR can be
calculated by

Vfpp =
Pfpp

Gpv,aIsc0
(12)

Notably, only Vip,a−1 < Vfpp < Vmpp,a is considered as the
sign of completing FPP estimation, and the value of Vfpp can
be adopted as the voltage reference for enhancing the tracking
speed. Otherwise, the value of a will be deducted one, and Vfpp
is recalculated by (12) to approach the potential FPP according
to the value of Gpv,a−1. Meanwhile, the Vfpp with (12) is only
available for using the initialized voltage set from the CCR
according to the proportionality between the irradiance and
short-circuit current at STC.

3) PSC Change Detection Block: In this algorithm, a PSC
change detection block is introduced to detect the irradiance
variations during operation. Generally, if S.S. is equal to zero,
the operation is considered not in the steady state, then, ninit is
not changed. Alternatively, the irradiance variation is detected
if the absolute value of dPpv is greater than the predefined
threshold dPth. Then, ninit is reset to one, and the initialization
is triggered again.

4) Main Control Scheme: Generally, the proposed control
is required to measure the PV voltage and current at every
sampling interval. Then, if ninit is smaller than the number of
PV modules Nm, the initialization block will be woken up to
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record the representative points by using (8). Otherwise, the
PSC detection block will be triggered to detect the variation
of the shading scenario. If PSC is changed, the initialization
block will be re-triggered, or, the key point estimation progress
will be enabled. Then, the irradiance level at each module
can be estimated by substituting the set of initialized voltage-
current pairs to (9). Then, the MPPs and IPs can be obtained by
using (2) and (4), respectively. Subsequently, if Flag is equal
to zero, the GMPPT block will be triggered to approach the
GMPP. If the absolute difference between recent PV voltage
Vpv and the estimated GMPP voltage Vgmpp is greater than
the predefined threshold dVth, the voltage at GMPP will be
directly developed to the voltage reference for fast GMPP
approach, and S.S. and S.fpp is maintained at zero. Otherwise,
the P&O-based MPPT will be triggered to track the GMPP,
and Vpv,ref is updated by using

Vpv,ref =

{
Vpv,ref,old + sgn(dVpv)Vstep, dPpv > 0
Vpv,ref,old − sgn(dVpv)Vstep, dPpv < 0

(13)
where Vpv,ref,old is the reference voltage in the last pertur-
bation interval, and Vstep is the optimal voltage step-size for
steady-state operation. Meanwhile, S.S. is switched to one for
flagging the steady-state operation, and S.fpp is maintained at
zero. Notably, in this mode, the embedded GMPPT algorithm
can be replaced by other advanced controls like [32]–[34]
with an introduction of the S.S. and S.fpp for compatibility
guarantee.

If Flag is equal to one, the FPPT block will be triggered to
restrict the PV output power according to the Pfpp command.
If Pfpp command is larger than the available power Pgmpp, the
GMPPT block will be triggered again to maximize the power
extraction from the PV string. Otherwise, the FPP estimation
block will be triggered if S.fpp equal to zero or the absolute
difference between two Pfpp command dPfpp is greater than
the predefined threshold dPfpp,th; then, estimated Vfpp will be
adopted as the reference voltage to ensure the fast tracking to
the Pfpp command. If so, S.S. is switched to zero, and S.fpp is
one. If S.fpp equal to one or |dPfpp| is no larger than dPfpp,th,
the regulation of voltage reference is according to

Vpv,ref = Vpv,ref,old − sgn(Ppv − Pfpp)Vstep (14)

In this case, S.S. and S.fpp are equal to one.
To visualize the operation of the proposed PST-FPPT algo-

rithm, Fig. 9 illustrated the trajectory of PV operation points
under various example conditions, including the PSC variation
and Pfpp command regulation. The operation trajectory of the
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under the decreased irradiance
and constant Pfpp command is depicted in Fig. 9(a). Initially,
the PV operation point is allocated at Point A to match Pfpp

power extraction, then shifted to Point A′ once the PSC varies.
The PV voltage and current will be updated at the following
sampling interval, and the PSC change detection subroutine
will detect the PSC variation. Then, the initialization process
will be triggered, and the initial voltage-current pairs will be
sampled from Points B, C, and D in subsequent sampling
intervals. Subsequently, the key operation points, as MPPs and
IPs, are estimated by employing (2), (4) and (9) to (11). Then,

A

A' C

B

D

GMPP
PfppE

Epv changed

(a)

Pfpp

P'fpp

GMPPA

B

GMPP

Pfpp changed

(b)
Fig. 9. Trajectory diagram of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under exempli-
fied conditions. (a) Irradiance variation. (b) Pfpp command variation.

the Vfpp estimation subroutine is developed to generate the
reference voltage to directly approach FPP at the incoming
perturbation interval. The operation point will be directly
regulated to Point E from D, guaranteeing the tracking speed.
After that, the operation will be based on the steady-state
regulation strategy in (14).

Fig. 9(b) demonstrated the PV operation trajectory with
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm when Pfpp command regulated.
Initially, the operation point is allocated at Point A with
the desired Pfpp command. Subsequently, the Pfpp command
decreased to P ′fpp, and the FPP estimation subroutine will
be triggered to update the PV reference voltage. Then, the
operation point will be moved to Point B directly in the
next perturbation interval. Thus, the dynamic response to the
PSC or Pfpp command variation could be guaranteed by the
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm.

D. Design Considerations of the PST-FPPT Scheme

To implement the proposed PST-FPPT control, the design
for control parameters should be considered as follows.

1) Perturbation Interval: Generally, the selection of per-
turbation interval Tp, also the sampling interval, is required
to ensure the period between two successive perturbations is
longer than settling time Tε of Ppv transient [31]. Considering
the CCR operation in the proposed PST-FPPT control, the
perturbation interval Tp should be obtained [31]

Tp ≥ Tε ' −
1

ζ · ωn
· ln
(
ε
√

1− ζ2
)

(15)

where nature frequency ωn = 1/
√
L · Cpv, damping factor

ζ = 1/(2·Rpv)·
√
L · Cpv, and ε = 0.1 is chosen. Notably, the

perturbation frequency is usually set to 1-10Hz in commercial
PVSs and could be directly adopted in the FPPT operation as
in [15].
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Fig. 10. (a) Simplified boost converter-based PV system with the proposed
control. (b) Experimental prototype.

2) Selection of Vstep: Here, Vstep is the optimal voltage step
for the MPPT operation. The value of Vstep could be designed
following the classic literature like [35] based on the voltage
and power rating of the PVSs.

3) Preset Thresholds: The preset thresholds dPth, dPfpp,th

and dVth are set at 3% to 5% of P t−1
pv , 3% to 5% of P t−1

fpp and
0.5V, respectively. Here, P t−1

pv and P t−1
fpp are the PV power and

Pfpp command in the last perturbation interval, respectively.
4) Enabling Signal: Generally, the enabling signal Flag

for mode transient is triggered by grid condition in practical
operation. For instance, for frequency support, the FPPT mode
is required to be activated when the frequency exceeds the
nominal range. Then, the FPPT operation is disabled once the
frequency is returned to a steady state.

5) DC-link Capacitance: Basically, in this method, the DC-
link capacitor is required to act as an energy buffer and assist in
DC-link voltage maintenance during the initialization process.
Accordingly, considering the requirement on the ripple on DC-
link voltage ∆v during normal operation, the design for DC-
link capacitance Cdc should follow [27]

Cdc =
Ppv

(2πfg) ·∆v · vdc
(16)

where fg and vdc are the grid frequency and DC-link voltage,
respectively. Notably, the increment of DC-link capacitance
can contribute to voltage ripple mitigation, degrading the
cost-effectiveness and reliability [36]. Meanwhile, increasing
the PV string length may dramatically increase the required
DC-link capacitance while adopting the proposed methods.
Accordingly, the proposed scheme is more suitable for small-
scale PV applications.

III. SIMULATION EVALUATION

The effectiveness of the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm is
validated with a simplified boost converter-based PVS, as

TABLE III
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SIMPLIFIED PVS AND THE PROPOSED CONTROL

Parameter Symbol Value

Input capacitor Cpv 470 µF
Output capacitor Cdc 47 µF
Inductor Lboost 1 mH
Power switch Qboost IRG4PH50U
Diode Dboost RHRG30120
Switching frequency fsw 20 kHz
Output voltage Vdc 80 V

Sampling interval (Sim.) Tp 0.1 s
Sampling interval (Exp.) Tp 0.3 s

Threshold dPth 3% P t−1
pv

Threshold dPfpp,th 3% P t−1
fpp

Threshold dVth 0.5 V

*Sim. - Simulation; Exp. - Experiment

demonstrated in Fig. 10(a), and the system specifications are
listed in TABLE III. The PV string consists of three series-
connected MSX-60 PV modules, and the MSX-60 PV module
specifications are listed in TABLE II. Here, the sampling
interval Tp is selected at 0.1s to reduce the required time
for simulation. Meanwhile, indicative three-peaks shading
scenarios with different characteristics, as illustrated in Fig. 11,
are employed in this section, and the irradiance levels of each
module are listed as
• Case 3-peaks-I: 1.0kW/m2, 0.8kW/m2, 0.6kW/m2

• Case 3-peaks-II: 1.0kW/m2, 0.8kW/m2, 0.4kW/m2

• Case 3-peaks-III: 1.0kW/m2, 0.4kW/m2, 0.3kW/m2

• Case 3-peaks-IV: 1.0kW/m2, 0.4kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2

The maximum power extraction of three cases are 118.8W,
99.18W, 60.3W, and 54.91W, respectively.

A. Steady Three-Peaks Shading Scenarios

Fig. 12 demonstrated the simulation results of the proposed
FPPT algorithm under the investigated three-peaks PSCs,
and the corresponding trajectories are illustrated in Fig. 13.
Initially, the Pfpp command is set at 100W and reduced to
80W at time instant t3 = 1s. Meanwhile, the proposed FPPT
algorithm is activated at the time instant t0 = 0.2s. Flag is
initially set at one to provide the operation at FPPT mode. At
time instant t5 = 1.6s, Flag will be regulated to zero, and the
proposed PST-FPPT will be operated at MPPT mode.

Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 13(a) illustrated the simulation results
and operational trajectory of the proposed PST-FPPT algo-
rithm under the shading scenario Case 3-peaks-I, respectively.
The proposed algorithm is enabled at time instant t0, and the
initialization procedure is activated to ensure the representative
voltage-current pairs for detecting the shading conditions,
following arrows a, b and c. The initialization process is
completed at t1, and the MPPs, IPs, Isc, and Voc are obtained
by the proposed key points estimation strategy. In this case, the
Pgmpp value is larger than that of Pfpp command. Thus, the
PV operation point is regulated to the FPP to approach the
Pfpp (following arrow d) by employing the FPP estimation
subroutine at time instant t1. Subsequently, the Ppv regulation
is based on (14) till the Pfpp command changed at time instant
t3. At time instant t3, the Pfpp command is reduced to 80W,
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Fig. 11. Theoretical PV output characteristics under various three-peaks PSCs. (a) Case 3-peaks-I. (b) Case 3-peaks-II. (c) Case 3-peaks-III. (d) Case
3-peaks-IV.

and the estimation of Vfpp is triggered again. The voltage
reference is updated with the new Pfpp command based on
the result of Vfpp estimation in the subsequent perturbation
interval (following arrow e). Then, reference voltage regulation
is according to (14) since t4. At time instant t5, the Flag
is switched to zero, and the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm
is required to operate in MPPT mode. The operation point
is switched to the estimated GMPP from the FPP (following
arrow f ) at the incoming perturbation interval to guarantee a
high tracking speed with mode transition. The tracking point
will be the GMPP for the rest of the time.

Fig. 12(b) demonstrated the simulation results under Case
3-peaks-II, and the corresponding trajectory is shown in
Fig. 13(b). The available power at GMPP is 99.18W, which
is lower than the initial Pfpp command. In this case, since
the initialization (following arrows a, b and c) is completed,
the proposed algorithm is required to maximize the power
extraction by employing the internal MPPT operation (fol-
lowing arrow d) when the Pfpp command is 100W. At time
instant t3, the operation point of PV string is switched to
FPP from GMPP following the arrow e to curtail the power
extraction, considering Pfpp command is reduced to 80W and
it is larger than the available power. Then, the operation point
is maintained at around the FPP to match the Pfpp constraint.
At time instant t5, the operation point is returned to GMPP
following arrow f to maximize the PV output power due to
the mode transition.

The simulation results and operational trajectory corre-
sponding to Case 3-peaks-III are illustrated in Fig. 12(c) and
Fig. 13(c), respectively. Unlike Case 3-peaks-I and 3-peaks-
II, the available power Pgmpp is kept lower than the Pfpp

command during the whole simulation. Thus, the proposed
PST-FPPT algorithm must operate in the internal MPPT mode
(following the arrow d) within the FPPT mode since the
initialization is completed at t1. The Flag is set to zero at
time instant t5, and the operation is switched to MPPT mode
to extract the available power.

Similarly, under Case 3-peaks-IV, the operation point is
continuously allocated at GMPP due to available power Pgmpp

is constantly lower than the Pfpp command, as shown in
Fig. 12(d) and Fig. 13(d).

B. Dynamic Three-Peaks Shading Scenarios

The simulation results and corresponding trajectory of the
proposed scheme under dynamic PSCs are demonstrated in
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. The PSCs transition has
followed the trajectory of Case 3-peaks-I → Case 3-peaks-
II → Case 3-peaks-III → Case 3-peaks-IV. The proposed
PST-FPPT algorithm is enabled at t0. The Flag signal is
constantly maintained at 1. Meanwhile, the Pfpp command is
continuously maintained at 90W during the whole simulation.

Similarly, the initialization process detects the shading
condition after activating the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm
at time instant t0. Then, the operation point is regulated to
the FPP based on the FPP estimation strategy (following
arrow a) and maintained at the predefined Pfpp command
till the PSC is changed to Case 3-peaks-II at time instant
t2 (following arrow b). Once the PSC variation is detected,
the initialization procedure is reactivated to update the PSC
information. Subsequently, the available power of Case 3-
peaks-II will be updated by combining the representative
samples with key point estimation (following arrow c). The
PV power extraction is successfully constrained at the rec-
ommended level, considering Pgmpp with Case 3-peaks-II is
larger than the predefined Pfpp command. At time instant t4,
the shading scenario is varied to Case 3-peaks-III (following
arrow d), and the initialization is enabled once again. In this
case, the estimated available power Pgmpp is lower than the
Pfpp command. Thus, after completing the initialization, the
proposed algorithm directly switches the operation point to the
GMPP (following arrow e) and operates at the internal MPPT
mode to fully extract the available power at GMPP. At time
instant t5, the shading scenario is transited to Case 3-peaks-IV
(following arrow f ). Similarly, the operation point is directly
allocated at the GMPP once initialization is finished (following
arrow g). Subsequently, the maximum power extraction is
maintained by the internal MPPT operation.

C. Comparison with Other FPPT Controls

To further validate the control advances of the proposed
algorithm, three representative FPPT controls are repeated
for a fair comparison under dynamic PSCs, including the
conventional FPPT in [13], Secant-based FPPT in [18], and
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under various three-peaks-PSCs. (a) Case 3-peaks-I. (b) Case 3-peaks-II. (c) Case 3-peaks-III.
(d) Case 3-peaks-IV.

GFPPT in [23]. Generally, the PSCs variation has followed
the trajectory of Case 3-peaks-I → Case 3-peaks-II → Case
3-peaks-III, and the Pfpp command is continuously maintained
at 90W during the whole simulation. Meanwhile, the average
tracking error (T.E.) in [15] is introduced to quantify the
tracking efficiency, which is expressed as,

T.E. =

∫
|Ppv − Pfpp|∫
|Ppv|

× 100% (17)

where Ppv is the actual PV power. TABLE IV summarized
the benchmarking of different controls.

Fig. 16 demonstrated the simulation results of three investi-
gated FPPT controls and the proposed PST-FPPT control under
dynamic PSCs, and the corresponding operational trajectories
are illustrated in Fig. 17. As demonstrated in Fig. 16(a) and
16(b), the FPPT controls in [13] and [18] are failed to track
the FPP under Case 3-peaks-II. The corresponding trajectories,
as shown in Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 17(b), demonstrated that the
operation of [13] and [18] will trap at the right-most LMPP
and unavailable to provide the FPPT capability, even though
the available power is greater than the Pfpp command in this
case. Subsequently, the remarkable T.E. is leading by the
trapping at LMPP, as 15.03% with [13] and 16.70% with

[23]. Accordingly, implementing FPPT controls for uniform
irradiance are averse to grid-support functionalities.

Unlike the previous FPPT controls for uniform irradiance,
the GFPPT in [23] introduced a searching-skip mechanism to
approach the Pfpp command, which could identify the shading
scenario and ensure the PSC operation capability. As demon-
strated in Fig. 16(c), the LMPP searching is activated once
the PSC variation at time instant t0 is detected. The LMPP is
detected at t′1 but with a Ppv lower than the Pfpp command.
According to the inherent mechanism of GFPPT, the operation
point is reset to a preset value and begins to seek the FPP
from the left-most module. At time instant t′′1 , the operation
point matching the Pfpp command is found, and the PV power
extraction is restricted in subsequent operations. Here, the
tracking time for FPP is 29Tp, as 2.9s in simulation. However,
the T.E. is increased to 20.09% resulting from sophisticated
searching. At t2, the shading scenario is changed to Case 3-
peaks-III from Case 3-peaks-II. Similarly, seeking the LMPP
is triggered once the PSC variation is detected. However, the
operation points are finally concentrated on the GMPP after a
tracking time of 21Tp, considering the available power in this
case. Fig. 17(c) illustrated the operational trajectory of [23],
which ensures the FPPT capability under PSCs. However, the
curve scanning nature of [23] induced a certain amount of
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Fig. 13. Operational trajectory of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under various three-peaks-PSCs. (a) Case 3-peaks-I. (b) Case 3-peaks-II. (c) Case 3-peaks-III.
(d) Case 3-peaks-IV.

TABLE IV
BENCHMARKING OF DIFFERENT FPPT CONTROLS

Scenarios
Case 3-peaks-I to Case 3-peaks-II Case 3-peaks-II to Case 3-peaks-III

Tracking Time Tracking Error FPP? GMPP? Tracking Time Tracking Error FPP? GMPP?

[13]
11 Tp (Sim.) 15.03% No** No 1 Tp (Sim.) 52.35% No Yes
9 Tp (Exp.) 23.14% No** No 1 Tp (Exp.) 65.07% No Yes

[18]
1 Tp (Sim.) 16.70% No** No 1 Tp (Sim.) 55.47% No Yes
1 Tp (Exp.) 23.25% No** No 1 Tp (Exp.) 66.62% No Yes

[23]
29 Tp (Sim.) 20.09% Yes No 21 Tp (Sim.) 68.22% No Yes
18 Tp (Exp.) 16.14% Yes No 10 Tp (Exp.) 83.63% No Yes

This work
4 Tp (Sim.) 2.35% Yes No 4 Tp (Sim.) 51.80% No Yes
4 Tp (Exp.) 3.79% Yes No 4 Tp (Exp.) 61.74% No Yes

* Sim. - Simulation; Exp. - Experiment
**Trapped at local MPP (unable to track FPP)
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Fig. 14. Simulation results of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under dynamic
three-peaks PSCs.

sophisticated searching iterations, significantly reducing the
control dynamics.

Fig. 16(d) illustrated the simulation results of the proposed
PST-FPPT control under the same shading dynamics. Similar
to the previous evaluation for the proposed control, the initial-

a

cd
b

e

Pfpp

f

g

Fig. 15. Operational trajectory of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under
dynamic three-peaks PSCs.

ization process will be enabled to measure the representative
PV currents at CCR once the shading variation is detected,
as demonstrated in Fig. 17(d). Once the initialization is com-
pleted, the operation point would be directly switched to the
FPP or GMPP at the adjacent perturbation interval following
the relationship between the estimated available power and
Pfpp command, which effectively enhanced the control dynam-
ics. Notably, by implementing PST-FPPT control, the tracking
time for the FPP or GMPP could effectively be constrained to
4Tp in these three peaks shading scenarios.

The lowest T.E. with the proposed control is mainly at-
tributed to the minified initialized iterations for PSC detection
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Fig. 16. Simulation comparison of different FPPT control schemes under dynamic PSCs. (a) Conventional FPPT in [13]. (b) Secant-based FPPT in [18]. (c)
Global FPPT in [23]. (d) This work.

and direct operation point regulation-oriented FPP estimation.
Meanwhile, the relatively high T.E. with [23] originated from
the sophisticated searching iterations for PSC detection but
still performed a reliable operation capability under PSCs. No-
tably, the tracking time with [13], and [18] is not informative,
considering their inapplicability under PSCs. Compared with
the GFPPT in [23], the proposed PST-FPPT control could be
reduced to a tracking time of 4Tp from 29Tp at PSC dynamics
Case 3-peaks-I to Case 3-peaks-II, and 4Tp from 21Tp at PSC
dynamics Case 3-peaks-II to Case 3-peaks-III, repetitively.
Compared with other FPPT controls, the proposed PST-FPPT
control outperformed in the PSC detection capability, fast-
speed dynamic responses, and tracking error mitigation under
environmental dynamics.

Here, the advances of the proposed control is validated by
simulations and fair comparison.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS

This section presents the experimental evaluation of the
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm with various operational condi-
tions. The experimental prototype is illustrated in Fig. 10(b).
The specifications of the boost converter are the same as that

used in the simulation, which are listed in TABLE III. A pro-
grammable DC supply, Chroma ATE-62050H-600S, was used
to emulate the PV string with three series-connected MSX-60
modules. The control platform, dSPACE DS1104, is employed
as the controller to implement the proposed control scheme
and a sample interval of 0.3s. The electronic load, IT8514C+,
was used and operated at constant voltage (CV) mode. The
main components specifications of the boost converter were set
the same as those used in simulations. The three-peaks shading
scenarios in the simulation, as demonstrated in Fig. 11, are
continuously employed in the experimental evaluation. Mean-
while, the experimental results under various five-peaks PSCs
are provided to further prove the control effectiveness of the
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm.

A. Steady Three-Peaks Shading Scenarios

Fig. 18 demonstrated the experimental results under three
steady three-peaks shading scenarios but with Pfpp command
variation and mode transition. Like the simulation, the pro-
posed PST-FPPT algorithm is enabled at instant t0. The Pfpp

command is initially set at 100W and reduced to 80W at the
time instant t2. Once activated, the algorithm is operated at
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Fig. 17. Operational trajectory of different FPPT control schemes under dynamic PSCs. (a) Conventional FPPT in [13]. (b) Secant-based FPPT in [18]. (c)
Global FPPT in [23]. (d) This work.

FPPT mode, then switched to MPPT mode at instant t3 until
the experiment is completed.

The experimental results with shading scenario Case 3-
peaks-I are illustrated in Fig. 18(a). Between time instant t0
and t1, the proposed PST-FPPT is operated in the initialization
process, which acquires the voltage-current pairs to detect the
shading scenario. The initialization is completed at the time
instant t1. Then, the operation point will be directly regulated
to the estimated FPP, guaranteeing the tracking speed. Subse-
quently, the operation point regulation will follow the (14) till
t2. At time instant t2, the Pfpp command is changed to 80W.
Then, the operation point is directly regulated to the region
referred to the new power command in the next perturbation
interval. The PV output power will oscillate around 80W based
on Pfpp commend between t2 and t3. At t3, the operation
mode is switched to MPPT mode. The operation point is
regulated to the GMPP directly by adopting the estimated
Vgmpp as the reference voltage, resulting in a significant power
increase once the MPPT mode is activated. After approaching
the GMPP, the PST-FPPT algorithm continuously tracks the
GMPP in the remaining operation.

The experimental results under Case 3-peaks-II are demon-
strated in Fig. 18(b). Similarly, the operation PST-FPPT algo-
rithm is enabled at t0 and finished the initialization process
at t1. Notably, the available power of Case 3-peaks-II, as
99.18W, is lower than the initial Pfpp command 100W. Thus,
the PV operation will be directly regulated to the GMPP in the
next perturbation interval and continued with internal MPPT
operation to maximize the power extraction. At time instant
t2, the Pfpp command is reduced to 80W, which is lower
than the available power of Case 3-peaks-II. Subsequently,
the PV operation point is moved from the GMPP to FPP to
constrain the power output. At time instant t3, the operation
mode is switched to MPPT mode. Considering the operation
between t2 and t3, the PV operation point is directly moved
to the estimated GMPP and continued with maximum power
extraction.

Fig. 18(c) demonstrated the experimental results under

shading scenario Case 3-peaks-III. Similar to the operation
in Case 3-peaks-II, the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm will
track the GMPP after completing the initialization and the
key points estimation. At t2, the Pfpp command changed but
is still larger than the estimated Pgmpp. The tracking point
is continuously allocated at the GMPP with internal MPPT
operation in FPPT mode. The mode transition occurs at time
instant t3, and tracking for GMPP is continued but with MPPT
mode in the rest of the experiment.

Fig. 18(d) demonstrated the experimental results under
shading scenario Case 3-peaks-IV. Similar to the operation
under Case 3-peaks-III, the final operation point is allocated at
GMPP for maximizing the power extraction during the FPPT
mode operation between the time instant t0 and t3.

B. Dynamic Three-Peaks Shading Scenarios

The experimental validation for the proposed PST-FPPT
algorithm under dynamic three-peaks PSCs is demonstrated
in Fig. 19. The trajectory of shading scenarios variation is
as in the simulation, and the Pfpp command is constantly set
at 90W during the whole period. The proposed PST-FPPT
algorithm is activated at t0 and switched to the estimated FPP
of Case 3-peaks-I at t1, then regulates the output power to
match the desired Pfpp. At time instant t2, the shading scenario
is changed to Case 3-peaks-II. Subsequently, the initialization
process for PSC determination is reactivated and completed
at time instant t3. Based on the estimated available power,
the operation point is moved to the FPP according to the FPP
estimation strategy after t3. At time instant t4, the shading
scenario is switched to Case 3-peaks-III, where the available
power is lower than 90W. Thus, the PST-FPPT algorithm must
yield the maximum available power. The operation point is
directly switched to the estimated GMPP at t5 based on the
key point estimation to guarantee the tracking speed. Then,
the shading scenario is changed to Case 3-peaks-IV at t6.
Similarly, the operation point is directly allocated at the GMPP
to maximize the power extraction once the initialization is
completed at t7.
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Fig. 18. Experimental results of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under various three-peaks PSCs. (a) Case 3-peaks-I. (b) Case 3-peaks-II. (c) Case 3-peaks-III.
(d) Case 3-peaks-IV.
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Fig. 19. Experimental results of proposed PST-FPPT algorithm under dynamic
3-peaks-PSCs.

C. Experimental Results under Five-Peaks PSCs

As demonstrated in Fig. 20, five five-peaks PSCs are in-
troduced to validate the effectiveness of the proposed PST-
FPPT algorithm under more complex shading scenarios. The
irradiance levels of the investigated five-peaks PSC cases are
listed as

• Case 5-peaks-I: 0.6kW/m2, 0.225kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2,
0.175kW/m2, 0.15kW/m2

• Case 5-peaks-II: 0.9kW/m2, 0.25kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2,
0.5kW/m2, 0.1kW/m2

• Case 5-peaks-III: 1.0kW/m2, 0.7kW/m2, 0.4kW/m2,
0.3kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2

• Case 5-peaks-IV: 1.0kW/m2, 0.6kW/m2, 0.5kW/m2,
0.3kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2

• Case 5-peaks-V: 1.0kW/m2, 0.8kW/m2, 0.6kW/m2,
0.4kW/m2, 0.2kW/m2

The theoretical available power at GMPPs are 49.43W,
45.28W, 85.5W, 96.23W, and 115.8W, respectively.

Fig. 21 demonstrated the experimental results under the
steady five-peaks PSCs. Like the three-peaks cases, the PST-
FPPT algorithm is enabled at instant t0. Subsequently, the
proposed algorithm operates at FPPT mode until the MPPT
mode is triggered at t3. The Pfpp command is initially set at
100W, then, reduced to 80W at t2. As illustrated in Fig. 21,
since the initialization was completed at t1, the PV output
power could be successfully constrained at the desired level
based on the relationship between the available power and
Pfpp command during the FPPT mode operation. Meanwhile,
the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm showed a reliable transient
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Fig. 20. Theoretical PV output characteristics under five-peaks PSCs. (a) Case 5-peaks-I. (b) Case 5-peaks-II. (c) Case 5-peaks-III. (d) Case 5-peaks-IV. (e)
Case 5-peaks-V.

performance to the change of Pfpp command and mode
transitions.

Fig. 22 demonstrated the experimental results under the
dynamic five-peaks PSCs. The PSCs variations trajectory
follows Case 5-peaks-I→ Case 5-peaks-II→ Case 5-peaks-III
→ Case 5-peaks-IV → Case 5-peaks-V. The Pfpp command
is maintained at 90W during the whole experiment. The
proposed PST-FPPT is enabled at time instant t0, and the Flag
signal is set at one in the remaining time. As shown in Fig. 22,
the proposed control can successfully detect PSC variations.
Subsequently, the initialization procedure is triggered to update
the shading information. Accordingly, the operation point will
be directly regulated to approach the point of Pfpp command
or the GMPP after initialization, and the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm under five-peaks PSC variations is proved.

Here, the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm is validated by the
experiments and performed a reliable response to the system
dynamics on the Pfpp command changed and PSC variations.

D. Experimental Comparison under Dynamic Three-Peaks
Shading Scenarios

To emphasize the control effectiveness, the experimental
comparison under dynamic three-peaks PSCs is carried out.
The numerical results are summarized in TABLE IV in terms
of T.E. and tracking time. Similar to the simulation com-
parison, the trajectory of PSC dynamics in the experimental
comparison is following the sequence of Case 3-peaks-I →
Case 3-peaks-II → Case 3-peaks-III, and the Pfpp command
is maintained at 90W during the whole experiment. Fig. 23
demonstrated the experimental results of different FPPT meth-
ods. Similarly, the conventional FPPT [13] in Fig. 23(a)
and the secant-based FPPT [18] in Fig. 23(b) are trapped
at local MPP once the PSC is transited to Case 3-peaks-
II at t1, inducing the extreme large T.E. of 23.14% and
23.25%, respectively. That is, the FPPT algorithms for uniform
irradiance are unable to ensure the FPPT operation under
PSC, degrading the grid-support capability. As demonstrated
in Fig. 23(c), once the curve scanning process completed at t

′′

1 ,
the PV power is sufficiently restricted to the Pfpp command
of 90W by implementing the GFPPT algorithm. However, the
sophisticated searching mechanism dramatically reduced the
tracking speed and induced a relatively large T.E. of 16.4%

during the operation with Case 3-peaks-II. Also, the inherent
curve scanning reduced the tracking speed to the GMPP under
Case 3-peaks-III. Fig. 23(d) illustrated the experimental of the
proposed PST-FPPT algorithm. Generally, both the tracking
speed and tracking error by adopting the proposed control is
outperformed other FPPT algorithm.

Here, the advances of the proposed PST-FPPT algorithm are
validated by experimental comparison.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a partial-shading-tolerant FPPT algorithm
is proposed with a key operation points estimation strategy,
guaranteeing a sufficient balance between the tracking speed
and computational burden. Generally, the proposed PST-FPPT
control ensures the PSC detection capability by adopting a
modified explicit PV model based on the samples from the ini-
tialization process. The proposed control could be developed
for existing PVSs without additional hardware implementation
by introducing the current-based irradiance estimation. The
control effectiveness is validated under various operational
conditions, including Pfpp regulation, mode transition, and
PSC variations, based on a simplified boost converter-based
PVS in both simulations and experiments. To highlight the ad-
vances of the PST-FPPT control, representative FPPT controls
are introduced to a quantified comparison and summarized in
TABLE IV. Generally, by analyzing the operational trajec-
tory, the proposed control outperformed the shading tolerant
capability of the conventional FPPT control [13], [18] for
uniform irradiance and tracking speed to the curve scanning-
based GFPPT method [23]. Notably, compared with the prior
arts, the proposed PST-FPPT control required the minimum
tracking time with a safeguard of tracking accuracy under the
PSC dynamics. Moreover, the steady-state oscillations can be
mitigated by optimizing the voltage regulation strategies, fur-
ther increasing the tracking accuracy of the proposed method.
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